
1) Thick Lower Lips: Women with thick lower lips are usually 
very active during sex and are very passionate lovers. 

2) Thin Lower Lips: A thin lower lip means that she is not 
very giving and will just lay there while you do all the work.

3) Arched/Pug Nose: Women with this kind of nose will 
almost always give you incredible oral pleasure in bed.

4) Narrow Face: Women with this kind of face tend to be 
submissive and loyal.

5) Nose to Chin Distance: If the distance from right under 
her nose to the end of the chin is small, she has a low 
sexual drive.

6) Nose to Chin Distance: If the distance from right under 
the nose to the end of the chin is large, then she has a high 
sexual drive.

7) Forehead Length: A short distance means she has a very 
low sex drive. 

8) Forehead Length: A larger forehead indicates that she has 
a very high sex drive.

9) Thumb to Pointer Finger: If the thumb is shorter than the 
first joint of the pointer finger, she will probably never 
initiate sex and that will be your responsibility.

10) Thumb to Pointer Finger: If the thumb is longer than the 
first joint of the pointer finger, this means that she has a 
high level of sexual outbursts.

11) Leg Length Ratio: If her legs are short compared to her 
torso, she will not want to have sex for long periods at a 
time.

12) Leg Length Ratio: If her legs are long compared to her 
torso, sex with her will last hours.

13) Distance from Eyes to Nose: If her eyes are close to the 
bridge of her nose, she is more likely to go home with you.

14) Distance from Eyes to Nose: The further her eyes are 
from the bridge of the nose, the more likely she’s going to 
make you wait for sex.

15) Cheek Bones: If her cheek bones are very noticeable, she 
likes to have sex in new places.

16) Cheek Bones: If her cheek bones are barely noticeable, 
this woman will prefer to keep the sex in the bedroom.

17) Thick Hair: Women with thick hair love wild sex.
18) Thin Hair: Women with thin hair prefer gentle and more 

sensual sex.
19) Face Width: Women with wider faces are more confident 

and in control in the bedroom.
20) Face Width: Women with wider and arched noses are 

completely wild and freaky in bed.
21) Face Width: Women with narrow faces are more 

conservative in bed.
22) Face Width: Women with long and narrow faces tend to 

lay there and not move during sex.
23) Ring and Index Finger Length: If the length of these 

fingers is the same, then she is very traditional in bed.
24) Ring and Index Finger Length: When the ring finger is 

longer, she is more wild in bed.
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